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Always delivering since 1978…



Shop Appliances
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Safe & Secure

Swift is committed to ensuring a safe and secure ordering system, via a secure gateway from our web server.
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Online Ordering

Your order is processed subject to the standard internal order and credit checks.
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Secure Payments

Your order is passed directly into our order system and placed on payment hold.














Appliances

A range of Built-in and Free-standing appliances from some of the major suppliers in the marketplace.



Browse Appliances
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Kitchen Accessories

A selection of additional items including Plinth Heaters, Ducting and Bar Stools.



Browse Kitchen Accessories
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Sinks & Associated Products

A Full range of sinks and associated products to enhance any kitchen project.



Browse Sinks & Associated
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Lighting

A range of lighting to enhance your kitchen project.



Browse Lighting
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Latest Offers

A fantastic range of products on offer.

Take a look at some of our amazing deals on all the latest fridges, ovens, sinks and more!



Browse Offers
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Shop By Brand

We supply only the best products & appliances from industry 
leading manufacturers.
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Browse all Brands










About Swift Electrical Wholesalers

For over 40 years, Swift has played a key role in the supply of kitchen appliances to the trade throughout the UK. As one of the biggest distributors of electrical appliances and sinks in the country, we have a reputation for reliability, service and value that is difficult to match.


Over the years we have built relationships with some of the biggest names in the industry such as Creda, Indesit, Hotpoint, Hoover, Candy, New World and Franke.

From our distribution centre in Staffordshire, we use dynamic scheduling to deliver to most areas of England and Wales at least twice a week.















“What do I recommend about Swift? hmmm that's quite simple. Just about everything. Brilliant people. A great range, good stock levels, cracking offers and an industry leading, rapid delivery service!”

H Flint & Son, Mansfield



“I've dealt with Swift for many years, never had any issues, great company and great people”


AB Coates, Hedon



“Swift have shown an aptitude in all areas of distribution; from their deliveries giving an accurate timeslot, to their competitive pricing when times are so tight!
We know with Swift, we can buy premium appliances at a competitive price with a highly reliable service.”

Garry & Rob - MGP
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United Kingdom
Ghana
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Unit 10 Monarch Works

Elswick Road

Fenton Industrial Estate

Stoke on Trent

Staffs

ST4 2SH




Support

	Downloads
	Collection Request
	Safe & Secure Shopping
	Returns Policy
	Disclaimer
	Terms Conditions
	Privacy Policy
	Online Privacy Policy
	Data Protection Policy





Contact

	Call: 01782 748900
	Email: sales@swiftuk.co.uk
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